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Abstract
Global money related coordination on household financial development have been seriously discussed. Numerous observational investigations (Mendoza et al., 2007) are uncertain and conflicting about the consequences of this relationship. Worldwide money related reconciliation is decidedly connected with development of the economy. In any case, Andersen (2005) discovered feeble connection between monetary transparency and key macroeconomic markers in a cross country examination.
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The Global financial integration framework incorporation has its own stages. As its underlying level, when capital is allowed to move all inclusive, nations concerned get the chances to investigate most significant yields by enhancing their portfolio. Be that as it may, as the degree of coordination expands, these advantages get contracted (Prasad et al. 2003). Self-evident truth monetary reconciliation among the nations can't be flawless because of various fundamental structure. Therefore, it gets productive for the nations to open their capital records. There is wide spread view that expanded worldwide monetary mix (regardless of whether as capital record advancement or with increment in capital inflows and surges) has improved nature of household money related foundations and has helped expanded financial development and decreased instability (Hoxa, 2009). Different nations are associated with worldwide monetary joining due to its benefits.

In view of the Solow-Growth Model, capital amassing supports the financial development just as by and large genuine economy. Provincial capital aggregation improves the local speculation and profitability. In the light of the above mentioned, this examination explores the connection between money related joining and the genuine economy.

In spite of the connection between money related incorporation and monetary development, existing examinations contrast as far as development impact of budgetary reconciliation. Better access to fund by the residential firms and individual family units can be accomplished through capital inflows coming about because of monetary joining. Money related reconciliation has been considered as methods for quickening household monetary market profundity. Along these lines, it very well may be sensibly expected that budgetary reconciliation improves access to back.

The impacts of worldwide budgetary streams and global money related coordination on household financial development have been seriously discussed. Numerous observational investigations (Mendoza et al., 2007) are uncertain and conflicting about the consequences of this relationship. Worldwide money related reconciliation is decidedly connected with development of the economy. In any case, Andersen (2005) discovered feeble connection between monetary transparency and key macroeconomic markers in a cross country examination. Kose et al. (2006) found that “Despite the fact that capital inflows have been connected with high development rates in some creating nations, however some have encountered decelerated development rates, and furthermore the budgetary emergency (because of outer stuns) that have driven the nations to tolerate significant social and financial expenses”.

The World Bank, IMF and the WTO accept that universal money related incorporation prod since quite a while ago run financial development in creating nations (Kraay, 1998). Nonetheless, it can't be denied that worldwide money related combination in one manner or different aides boosting development, but it seems to raise the recurrence and seriousness of monetary and budgetary emergencies. In the event that global budgetary reconciliation advances money related turn of events and considers advantages, for example, innovative dissemination, hazard sharing, asset portion and so forth, at that point, it tends to be useful for the nations in question.

Brief literature review
Financial Integration mix can result into the stuffed financial part and unreasonable rivalry among remote and nearby organizations within the sight of feeble administrative system, and in this manner it compels access to back by local people. Levine et al (2001) brought up worldwide associated firms have more noteworthy chances to budgetary access comparative with firms that just depend on nearby wellsprings of financing. Building a sound institutional structure is the obligation of the legislature while money related framework is burdened with giving access to finance. Access to fund shifts fundamentally among cutting edge and creating nations. In creating nations, nonattendance of access to back is serious and is commensurate to absence of access to essential needs like water, cover, wellbeing, instruction and other infrastructure. A very much worked budgetary framework, reserve funds, venture and development are boosted by diminishing the expenses of exchanges and data in executing its tasks.
Methods and Materials
The linear equation is widely explored to investigate a long-term connection in two or more variables. The main focus of this study is to analyze the causal relationship between financial integration and economic growth. Identifying the causal directions and response effects between the concerned variables help policymakers make informed policy decisions in relation to sustainable economic growth.

Data and variables
Data series used for this study are obtained from World Bank’s World Development Indicator (WDI) and Penn World Table. The nexus between financial integration and inclusive growth is explored for which the gross stock of foreign assets and liabilities has been utilized as a proxy of financial integration. Inclusive growth is represented by real Gross Domestic Products (GDP). The study employs the Generalized Method of Moments technique that requires the number of cross-sectional entities (N) to be more than sample period (T).

Estimated models
The study utilizes Co integration test proposed by Johansen and Juselius to investigate the financial integration. This method is appropriate where the concerned variables are not covariance stationary in the level but they are stationary in the first differences. Several steps are involved in examining the presence of co integration among the variables. First, the order of the integration of each series in the model has to be tested.

Table 1: Descriptive Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistics</th>
<th>ASST</th>
<th>LIAB</th>
<th>RGDP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>1432.11</td>
<td>1296.35</td>
<td>5.37E+10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>139.77</td>
<td>79.67</td>
<td>1.73E+10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>39617.49</td>
<td>44673.11</td>
<td>4.50E+11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>-16446.44</td>
<td>-16922.79</td>
<td>3.22E+08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std. Dev.</td>
<td>3789.22</td>
<td>4937.20</td>
<td>9.37E+10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kurtosis</td>
<td>4.69</td>
<td>3.71</td>
<td>2.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skewness</td>
<td>34.91</td>
<td>27.34</td>
<td>7.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Correlation matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ASST</th>
<th>LIAB</th>
<th>RGDP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASST</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIAB</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGDP</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Results of unit root test Variable

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ADF test statistic</th>
<th>P-P test Statistic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GDP</td>
<td>-0.38</td>
<td>-8.6 I(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFI</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>-6.3 I(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFD</td>
<td>-0.61</td>
<td>-3.4 I(1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusion
The study reveals the accompanying: Real GDP is seen as factually affected by money related joining. Moreover, the investigation offers gainful strategy suggestions for the economy. Since a strong relationship is kept up between monetary mix and genuine GDP, it is unequivocally prescribed that policymakers need to build up the money related incorporation further so as to help the genuine economy, through expelling hindrances on capital portability; coordinating low-pay nations through arrangement of specialized and physical backings; and fortify the store to build up the market joining. Also, any administration measure that can be applied to invigorate an ascent in remote resources however controlling outside liabilities in the district should be given more considerations.

The general end that rises up out of the investigation is that worldwide money related incorporation helps in improving household budgetary framework as productive capital market, banking framework and financial framework. It underpins the view point that the passages of different outside banks and other money related elements or some other type of capital inflows are useful in achieving more elevated level of proficiency, consequently advancement of the budgetary framework. In this way, capital streams ought to be invited in the economy, gave solid watchfulness and prudential management is kept up by the summit establishments.

Moreover, the relationship of monetary advancement with financial development has been discovered noteworthy in since a long time ago run. Nonetheless, in the short run, the relationship among the factors isn't noteworthy. This has the suggestion that in the short run budgetary advancement which is result of the universal money related joining isn't helpful for the India however its organic products can be benefited by the economy just in since quite a while ago run. Thus, it is construed that collecting the advantages of money related turn of events and that of worldwide monetary incorporation is a steady and since quite a while ago run process. Thus, to keep up quick monetary development, government needs to extend outside capital inflow just as capital outpouring and attempt basic measures to fortify the since a long time ago run connection between budgetary mix,
money related turn of events and financial development in India.
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